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INTRODUCTION 
Believing New Jersey to have the finest set of motor vehicle and traffic laws in the United States for the guidance of 
motorists, with the least amount of discomfort while in our State, the New Jersey State Association of Chiefs of  
Police, recognizing the fact that police officers generally have or use a variation of hand signals, which each one 
thinks is best, appointed a Committee for the purpose of devising a set of simple Hand Signals for Traffic Officers to 
use to convey their directions to the motorist. 
 
The New Jersey State Association of Chiefs of Police, with the idea of creating a uniform system of hand signals in 
mind, asks that each and every officer to whom this booklet is given, will preserve and study the signals herein set 
forth and described, and co-operate in creating a better understanding between the police officers and the motoring 
public. By constant practice of these signals and the execution of them on the part of each individual officer, much 
credit will be reflected upon the police department represented for the efficiency of its individual members. 
 
The New Jersey State Association of Chiefs of Police would give this advice to the members of the various police  
departments: Keep a smile on your face, in spite of the trials you undergo, and above all, have a kind word for the 
other fellow even though he is in the wrong. Such treatment encourages the meek and timid driver to feel more at 
ease, and will insure the ready co-operation of all motorists, and at the same time gaining more friends for you. The 
result will be a pleasanter association between you and the motorist, and this will go a long way in making your  
burdens lighter and in making the hours of the day or night speed by cheerfully. 
 
The Chief of Police of the Department, should insist upon a drilling of his men in the use of this Code, so that they are 
familiar with each and every detail. 
 

STARTING 
The traffic officer standing with body parallel with the traffic movement to be started, both 
arms extended with hands above shoulder height, sweeping both arms in forward motion and 
simultaneously surrounding two blasts of the police whistle. 
 
The action of the traffic officer when stopping traffic on one street and starting it on an  
intersecting street, gives opportunity for display of pep and training, which will reflect much 
credit on the Police Department. Traffic officers should be drilled on these hand signals at 
regular intervals, just as soldiers and sailors are drilled in certain 
evolutions they perform. 
 
 

 
 
STOP 
The traffic officer standing with body parallel with moving traffic, with both arms extended 
to a point where each hand is above shoulder height and palm facing out towards vehicles to 
be stopped. At the same time the officer should blow one (1) blast of his police whistle. 
 

START 

STOP 



LEFT TURN 
The traffic officer standing facing vehicles to make a left turn, sweep of arm (either arm) in 
front of body, with elbow held stiff. The whistle is not to be sounded in giving this signal. 
 
TURNS, HAND SIGNALS, STARTING, STOPPING. 
1 – Except as otherwise provided in this article, the driver of a vehicle intending to turn to 
the right at an intersection, shall approach such intersection in the lane for traffic nearest to 
the right curb or side of the highway and in turning shall keep as closely as practicable to 
the right hand curb or side of the highway until the turn is completed, and when intending 
to turn to the left shall approach such intersection in the lane for traffic to the right of and 
nearest to the center line of the high way and in turning left shall pass immediately to the 
left of the center of the intersection, passing as closely as shall be practicable to the left of 
the center of the intersection. 
 
2 – For the purpose of this article, the center of the intersection shall mean the meeting 
point of the medial lines of the highways intersecting one another. 
 

3 – Local authorities in their respective jurisdictions may modify the foregoing 
method of turning at intersections, by clearly indicating by buttons, markers or other 
direction signs within an intersection, the course to be followed by vehicles turning 
therein, and it shall be unlawful for any driver to fail to turn in a manner as so  
directed when such direction signs are installed by local authorities. 
 
4(a) – The driver of any vehicle upon a highway, before starting, stopping, backing 
or turning from a direct line, shall first see that such movement can be made in 
safety, and if any pedestrian may be affected by such movement, shall give a clearly 
audible signal by sounding the horn, and whenever the operation of any other  
vehicle may be affected by such movement, shall give a signal, as required in this 
section, plainly visible to the driver of such other vehicle or pedestrian, of the  
intention to make such movement. 
 
(b) – The signal herein required shall be given either by means of the hand and arm 
in the manner herein specified, or by an approved mechanical or electrical signal 
device, except that when a vehicle is so constructed or loaded as to prevent the 
hand and arm signal from being visible, both to the front and rear, the signal shall 
be given by a device of a type which has been approved by the department. 
 
5 – Whenever the signal is given by means of the hands and arm, the driver shall 
indicate his intention to start, or stop, or turn, by extending the hand and arm from 

and beyond the side of the vehicle. 
 
6 – No vehicle shall back or make a turn in any street, if by so doing it interferes with other vehicles, but shall go 
around a block or to a street sufficiently wide to turn in without backing. 
 
ACCIDENTS 
Give your name, address, registration number, show license to person struck, or driver and occupants of car struck. 
Carry injured to hospital or physician if necessary or requested. 
 
Report accident to Motor Vehicle Department within 48 hours, if person injured, or if $25.00 damage is done. 
Garage and repair shops report evidence of accidents to the nearest Police Station within 24 hours, also any auto that 
appears to have been struck by bullets. 
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FORBIDDEN ACTS 
Passing of vehicles on their right. 
Passing with on-coming cars too near. 
Increasing speed before completely passed by overtaking vehicle that has signaled intent to pass. 
Overtaking car ahead on railroad crossing. 
Coasting with gears in neutral. 
Throwing packages from moving vehicles. 
Following street cars closer than ten (10) feet. 
Passing to left of moving or standing street cars. 
 
PARKING PROHIBITED 
On paved portion of highways in open country. 
Within an intersection. 
On a cross-walk. 
Between safety zone and curb, or 20 feet from point of safety zone. 
In front of a private driveway. 
Within 25 feet of cross-walk approaching an intersection. 
Within 50 feet of STOP street sign. 
Within 20 feet of driveway of FIRE Station. 
Within 10 feet of FIRE HYDRANT. 
Within 50 feet of next right-hand corner of any street used by auto bus route. 
 
PEDESTRIANS 
Have right of way only at crossings, in places where no traffic control. 
Have right of way at cross-walks, if caught by changing lights. 
Shall not cross diagonally, or against Stop signal. 
 
RIGHT OF WAY TO POLICE AND FIRE DEPARTMENTS 
Upon the approach of any Police or Fire Department vehicle, giving audible signal by bell, siren or exhaust whistle, 
the driver of every other vehicle shall immediately drive the same to a position as near as possible and parallel to the 
right-hand edge or curb of the highway, clear of any intersection of highways, and shall stop and remain in such  
position unless otherwise directed by a police or traffic officer, until the Police or Fire Department vehicle shall have 
passed. 
 
RECKLESS DRIVING 
Any person who shall drive any vehicle upon a highway, carelessly and heedlessly, in a willful or wanton disregard of 
the rights or safety of others, or without due caution and circumspection, and at a speed or in a manner so as to  
endanger, or to be likely to endanger any person or property, shall be guilty of reckless driving. Penalties – First  
offense, 30 days, $100 fine or both; second offense, 60 days, $200 fine, or both. 
 
SPEED LIMITS 
Any person driving a vehicle on a highway shall drive the same at a careful and prudent speed, not greater nor less 
than is reasonable and proper, having due regard to the traffic, surface and width of the highway, and of any other 
condition then existing, and no person shall drive any vehicle upon a highway at such a speed as to endanger the life, 
limb or the property of any person. 
 
10 miles when passing school at recess, opening or closing. 
15 miles at highway intersections, around curves, or upon grades, where view is obstructed. 
15 miles in business districts where traffic is not controlled. 
20 miles in business districts under traffic control. 
20 miles in residence districts. 
30 miles when authorized by signs posted on controlled thoroughfare. 
40 miles under all other conditions. 



 
STOP STREET SIGNS 
It shall be unlawful for the driver of any vehicle or street car to enter upon or cross any STOP STREET, so designated 
and marked, unless he shall have first brought his vehicle or street car to a complete stop at a point within five (5) feet 
of the nearest cross-walk or a stop line marked upon the pavement, at the nearest side of such Stop Street, unless  
authorized or ordered otherwise by a traffic or police officer stationed at such intersection or unless such intersection 
shall be controlled by signal lights. 
 
TRAFFIC SIGNALS 
1 – Traffic signals or signal devices shall conform strictly with the following particulars: 
2 – A three color system shall be used: Red, Amber and Green. Green shall mean permission for traffic to Go, subject 
to the safety of others or the specific directions of an officer; Red shall mean traffic to Stop before entering the  
intersection or cross-walk and remain standing until Green is shown; Amber (or Yellow) shall be for the exclusive use 
of pedestrians; Amber shall mean vehicles and street cars to stop before entering the intersection or cross-walk, unless 
when the Amber so appears the vehicle or street car is so close to the intersection that it cannot be stopped within fifty 
feet. If within fifty feet of an intersection the vehicle or street car may proceed across the intersection or make right or 
left turns. No vehicle or street car shall enter the intersection or cross-walk if not within this distance of fifty-feet, 
while the Amber is displayed, but must wait for the Green to appear alone. 
 
3 – All other uses of Green, Red, Amber or Yellow lights so located as to be confused with traffic signals shall be  
discontinued. 
 
4 – The colors shall be shown in the following sequence: A Green light is displayed for a predetermined number of 
seconds, followed by an Amber light for a reasonable time for pedestrian traffic, followed by a Red light, followed by 
a Green light. The timing of all lights shall be determined by the volume of traffic. 


